Pigment of the Month:
Rainforest
On sale for $15.00, regularly $25.00

Face Inks Rainforest heals as subtle as these first
signs of Spring. I love it for bottom eyeliner on my
clients that are afraid of black and I use it on top and
bottom on my fairer clients.

If I want it a bit deeper, I add a few drops of
Onyx. To create a more vivid green, add a few drops
of Palm. For an even softer result, add Safari.
Subtle greens work so well on so many women. I am not a fan of browns and
any time my client asks for brown I place Rainforest on one eye and brown
on the other and hands-down, they will select Rainforest. It makes eye color
dance where brown, especially a warm brown, will dull eye color and actually
create a pinkish rim around the eyes making them appear tired or strained. I
love brown eye shadows but not in or near the lash line.
Needles...
I like to create various effects on eyeliner, especially bottom eyeliner. I don't
like to leave my client with a hard, solid bottom eyeliner so I will often use a
3-Liner for density at the lash line and then change to a 7 to widen the line. It
heals beautifully and doesn't have a hard tattooed appearance but resembles
more of a customized over-the-counter makeup look.
Another choice is the 3-Slope needle since it can create the line as well as
the shading. If you haven't been trained to do the smudged effect on a Slope,
you may want to wait until you take a class before you try it. If you don't lift
quickly enough you can create a dark line at the edge of where the smudge
should be fading off. It's just a bit tricky. The 3 and 7 combo works great and
with no compromise.
Face Inks colors are very heavily concentrated with pigment particles for thickness, not
glycerin, so it can safely be diluted with a drop of distilled water.

Call 888-763-2328 or email
Rosemarie@beauinstitute.com to order today!!

